How to enter for the Dutch Junior Open 2022
For the Dutch Junior Open we have made an introduction with online payment. We already
had more than 300 entries with the online payment method. To help you with entering for
the Dutch Junior Open we have made a few cases to understand what to do. Every player,
coach and parent will need to enter through this system and needs to become member of the
ESF.
Case 1: I am an individual and want to enter myself (player) for the Dutch Junior Open.
Case 2: I am an coach or parent and want to enter myself (coach/parent) for the Dutch
Junior Open.
Case 3: I am a Group of MNA with a minimum of 10 players.
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Case 1: I am an individual and want to enter myself (player) for the Dutch
Junior Open.
Step 1: First if you don’t have a membership register for a ESID / ESF account (ESID Number). Please
click on this link
Step 2: Log in with your ESF account at esf.tournamentsoftware.com
Step 3: Enter for the DJO and choose your package. Entry Only, Packages A,B or E, F) If you are
sharing a room, choose package A or E if you need a single room choose package B or F.
Step 4: Fill in all the necessary information.
-

If you are sharing a room with a player, then you need to book package A (V/D Valk) or
Package E (Olympic Hotel). Fill in the name of your coach/parent with the sharing details.
If you are not sharing a room with your coach/parent, then you need to book package B (V/D
Valk) of Package F (Olympic Hotel)

Step 5: Finalize the payment throughout PayPal or Credit card
Step 6: You will receive a confirmation email of your entry
Step 7: You are entered to the Dutch Junior Open 2022
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Case 2: I am an coach of parent and I need to book a package as
coach/parent.
Step 1: First if you don’t have a membership register for a ESID / ESF account (ESID Number). Please
click on this link
Step 2: Log in with your ESF account
Step 3: Enter for the DJO and choose your own coach/parent package. (Packages C,D or G, H) If you
are sharing a room, choose package C or G if you need a single room choose package D or H.
Step 4: Fill in all the necessary information for the coach/parent, you don’t need to fill in category
and shirt size.
- If you are sharing a room with a player, then you need to book package C (V/D Valk) or
Package G (Olympic Hotel). Fill in the name of your player with the sharing details.
- If you are not sharing a room with a player, then you need to book package D (V/D Valk) of
Package H (Olympic Hotel)

Name of coach
Name of coach

Name of the player

Step 5: Finalize the payment throughout PayPal or Credit card
Step 6: You will receive a confirmation email of your entry
Step 7: You have booked the package and you are registerd to the Dutch Junior Open 2020
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Case 3: I am a MNA with 10 players.
Choose the amount of rooms you want to book. If it is the case that you have a odd number of
people. In total 11. You need to:
- Book package A (Multiple rooms) for all your players and fill in the sharing details.
- Book package D (Single room) for the coach.
If you have 11 players and 1 coach you can choose if you the coach will be sharing or if you need to
book a single room for 1 player and a single room for a coach. Unfortunately, we don’t have triple
room or family rooms available.
Step 1: Collect all the log in information of all the players of your group.
Step 2: For each player, you need the ESID number and information. If there is one player who don’t
have a membership, register for a ESID / ESF account (ESID Number). Please click on this link
Step 3: Apply as MNA at events@squashbond.nl for a group entry. You will receive all the
information, fill these in and reply this to events@squashbond.nl.
Step 4: Once all the information is correct then they will receive a invoice which need to be payed
before the group is officially entered. If the invoice is not payed the group will not be entered.
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